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The U-Turn Challenge 

 
Background: Succeed by entering through one door and exiting the other 

within 12 hours. If you lose your way, remember that a U-turn is all it takes.  

 
DM’s Notes: This high level challenge can be used to test a party's mettle or to 

qualify for a special task. Encounters may be skipped but the exit can only be 

accessed with a special key (from area 10). The anti-magic field in the middle 
is a shortcut deterrent. Magical effects are level 22. The scale is 5'/square in the 

dungeon (1-19) and 10'/square in the caverns (20-26). 

 
Notations for the capitalized letters are as follows: 

A. At the center of the outlined area is a glyph that teleports occupants to a 

faraway cavern (20B). The glyph disappears once triggered.  
B. This is the destination of the dungeon teleporters (A's).  

C. These are "wandering gnoll food" access tunnels and possible expansion 

areas. 
D. The teleporter found here is activated by speaking the phrase: "A U-turn is 

all it takes". Travelers are returned from whence they came (A or 18). 

 
Stat Blocks & Item Details: Monster stats are primarily from the 2E 

Monstrous Compendium but references were also obtained from Fiend Folio 

(FF) & Monster Manual II (MM2); thief abilities are from the first edition PH. 
Treasure was generated by the Core Rules 2.0E CD. Treasure for random 

encounters may be disregarded, but treasure possessed by an intelligent 

creature is intended for use by that creature, when possible.  
 

Spells and spell-like effects used in this module: anti-magic field, wall of force, 
temporal stasis, slow, wraithform, hallucinate, deafen, wish, illusionary wall, 

reverse gravity, find familiar, incendiary cloud, teleport, glyph of warding, 

bless, grease. 
 

Abbreviations are as follows: AC = armor class, MV = movement rate, HD (#) 

= hit die/level (# hit points), THAC0 = to hit AC 0, AT = attacks per round, 
DA = damage per attack, SA = special abilities/attacks, SD = special defenses, 

MR = magic resistance, SZ = size, Int = intelligence (other stats are 

abbreviated as follows: S = strength, I = intelligence, W = wisdom, D = 
dexterity, C = constitution, CH = charisma), AL = alignment, XP = experience 

point award per creature, TR = treasure for entire encounter; Class Related: TH 

= thief, MU = magic user, C = cleric, F = fighter.  
 

 Random Encounters: d6 for Dungeon (1-19), d8 for Cavern (20-26) 

                         

1) Displacer beast: AC4, MV15, HD 6 (26), THAC0 15, AT 2, DA 2-8/2-8, 

SD -2 on opponent's to-hit (true seeing to reveal its position), saves as F12 
w/+2 bonus; SZ L (8'-12' long), Int Semi-(2-4), AL LE, XP 975, TR 2,781 gp, 

aquamarine (500 gp), art objects (110 gp, 1,300 gp, 1,400 gp, 2,200 gp), 

hematite (15 gp), tiger eye agate (7 gp); Option: # appearing = 1d4+1.  
 

2) Diseased (giant) rats (1d12+10): AC 7, MV 15, HD ½ (2,2,1,3,4,2,2,2,3,3, 

3,4,3,1,4,4,1,3,1,3,4,2) THAC0 20, AT 1, DA 1-3 + disease (save vs. poison to 
avoid) SZ T (1' long), Int Anim (1), AL N, XP 15, TR nil. Note: These rats are 

especially virulent and have a 100% chance of spreading a disease that is fatal 

within 3 days, unless cured, on a successful attack.  
 

Option: Wererats (4d6): AC 6, MV 12, HD 3+1 (10, 20, 8, 22, 13, 13, 15, 11, 

22, 10, 14...), THAC0 17, AT 1, DA 1-8 (+1% chance of lycanthropy) or by 
weapon, SA Surprise on 1-4, summon & control 2-12 giant rats, SD +1 or 

silver weapon to-hit, SZ S-M (3'-6'), Int Very (11-12), AL LE, XP 270 TR 

2,117 sp, chrysoprase (50 gp), garnet (500 gp), rhodochrosite (10 gp), topaz 
(200 gp). 

 
3) Mustard jelly: AC 4, MV 9, HD 7+14 (43), THAC0 13, AT 1 or 2 DA 5-20 

or 2-8/2-8, SA 10' radius poison vapor (save or move at half speed, 2r 

cumulative), divides into 2 smaller, faster (MV 18) halves w/ half HP, SD +1 
or better to hit, immune to electrical attacks, magic missiles cause HP growth, 

½ damage from cold, translucent prior to attack (faint mustard odor); MR 10%, 

SZ L (9'-12' diam.), Int Avg (8-10), AL N, XP 4,000 TR nil. 
 

4) Crimson death: AC 0(4), MV 12 (6 for 6T after feeding, MC: B), HD 13 

(61), THAC0 7, AT 1, DA 3-30, SA as pale mist +4 initiative, SD +2 or better 
to hit; MR 95%, SZ M (6'), Int Genius (17-18), AL NE, XP 9,000 TR 130 cp, 

263 gp, 211 pp, 215 sp, art objects (10 gp, 1,100 gp, 120 gp), rock crystal (35 

gp), Oil of Impact, Rod of Rulership (44 charges, use this on the most 
vulnerable party member), Spell Scroll (MU): firecharm. 

 

5) Rakshasa ruhk: AC -5, MV 18, HD 8+16 (67), THAC0 11, AT 3, DA 1-
6/1-6/2-10, SA ESP, illusions, MU (4,3,2) +C (3) spells @ 9th level ability; 

SD +2 or better to hit, <+4 weapon does ½ damage, slain by blessed crossbow 
bolt; MR immune to spells <8th lvl, SZ M (6½'), Int High (13-14), AL LE, XP 

7,000 TR broad sword +4, art objects (100 gp, 1,200 gp, 50 gp), blue quartz 

(10 gp), chalcedony (50 gp x3), garnet (100 go), moonstone (50 gp), pearl (200 
gp), turquoise (20 gp), Girdle of Many Pouches, Oil of Timelessness, Potion of 

Clairvoyance. 

 
Option: Rakshasa maharajah: same as above but with 13+39 HD, and the 

spell casting abilities of a 13th level MU & 9th level C.  

 
6) Umberhulk (1d4): AC 2, MV 6, Br 1-6, HD 8+8 (40), THAC0 11, AT 3, 

DA 3-12/3-12/1-10, SA -5 penalty to victim's surprise roll, 90' infravision, 

gaze causes confusion, SZ L (8' tall, 5' wide), Int Avg (8-10), AL CE, XP 
4,000 TR 9,558 gp, 5,403 pp, banded agate (10 gp), black opal (1,000 gp x2), 

citrine (50 gp), malachite (10 gp). 

 
7) Shambling mound, "shambler" (1d3): AC 0, MV 6’, HD 11 (46), THAC0 

9, AT 2, DA 2-16/2-16, SA -3 penalty to surprise rolls, suffocation, SD 

Immune to blunt weapons & fire, ½ damage from piercing/slashing weapons & 
cold (save for none), lightning causes 1 HD growth per attack; SZ L (6'-9' tall), 

Int Low (5-7), AL N, XP 9,000 TR 2,653 sp, art object (1,200 gp), Scroll: 

Protection from Fire. 
 

8) Roper (1d3): AC 0, MV 3, HD 11 (61), THAC0 9, AT 1, DA 5-20 (bite), 

SA -2 penalty to surprise rolls, cumulative strength drain from poisoned 
strands (50% strength loss after 1d3 rds, for 2d4T), SD Immune to lightning, ½ 

damage from cold, -4 penalty to saves vs fire; MR 80%, SZ L (9' long), Int Exc 
(15-16), AL CE, XP 11,000 TR 3d6 pp, 35% 5d4 gems.  

 

Option: add a Storoper (Stone Roper, Tar Roper, MM2) to the mix: AC 0, MV 
1, HD 6 (36), THAC0 13; AT 6 (preferably 3 per victim); DA 1-10, SA 

paralyzing venom (lasts 10T or save for 1r), strands cause 50% STR loss; SD 

Immune to normal missiles & lightning, ½ damage from cold, -4 penalty to 
saves vs fire; MR 80%; SZ M; Int High (15-16); AL CE; XP 11,000 TR 3d6 

pp, 35% 5d4 gems.  

 

Dungeon Encounter Key (Areas 1-19)  

1. Entrance: The locked, stone doors bear identical inscriptions: "Enter with 

wit and all that is profound/ And find release in a key found and sound." Once 
entered, the doors become inaccessible.  

 

2. Bath & Alcoves: This shallow pool with its patterned tiles resembles a 
soothing bath. It is filled with an irritating acid (-1 DEX). In nearby alcoves, a 

pair of defaced, rusting sentries vacantly stare out into the hall with trails of 

rust running from where bejeweled eyes once shone.  
 

3. Obscured Blessings: A passage to the altar of a benign deity is revealed 

when the face of the statue blocking it is splashed with holy water (hence the 
rust). Upon the altar is a deck of many things (75% chance for a deck of 13 

cards, 25% chance of 22 cards). Genuine prayers are rewarded by a 12 hour 

blessing.  
 

4. Hunger Pangs: Littering the floor are the fleshless remains of wannabe 

heroes. Liberally applied scorch marks adorn the walls. Agarathalisk, a unique 

guardian daemon bars passage but can be bribed with food, in the form of 

magic items. Proffered items are immediately devoured.  

 
Agarathalisk, guardian daemon (greater yugoloth): AC -1, MV 9, Fl 9 (D), 

HD 10 (62), THAC0 11, AT 3, DA 1-10/1-12/1-12, SA fiery breath weapon 

(7d6), suggestion 1/rd in addition to melee; SD Immune to 
sleep/charm/hold/polymorph/fear, +2 or better to hit, invulnerable to swords & 

fire; MR 25%, SZ L (9'), Int High (13-14), AL N (evil), XP 11,000 TR nil. 

 
5. Phantom Menace: The ghost of an unspectacular former adventurer 

jealously haunts the vicinity.  

 
Ghost: AC 0 (8), MV 9, HD 10 (45), THAC0 11, AT 1, DA Age 10-40 years 

(system shock to survive), SA sight ages 10 years & causes panic (2d6T, save 

to avoid), magic jar (60 yd. range), slain humanoids are forever dead; SD 
semi-materialized = vulnerable to silver (½ damage), magic weapons (full 

damage), turning & holy water, spell attacks must be made by ethereal 

opponents, AC8 vs other ethereal beings; SZ M (5'-6'), Int High (13-14), AL 
LE, XP 7,000 TR Oil of Fumbling, Potion of Delusion, Potion of Extra-

Healing, Potion of Ventriloquism. 

 
6. Alluring Display: Centered within the shaded area is a remarkable 

protuberance resembling a fancy coffer (this is a trapper). Note the wall of 
force.  

 

Trapper: AC 3, MV 30, HD 12 (54), THAC0 9, AT 4+, DA special SA 
Smother: 4 pts + AC/round (suffocation in 6 rounds), SD only 5% chance to 

  1) displacer beast 5) rakshasa ruhk 

  2) diseased rats (1d12+10) 6) umberhulk 

  3) mustard jelly 7) shambling mound 

  4) crimson death 8) roper 
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detect, immune to cold/fire, SZ L (20'-30' diam.), Int High (13-14), AL N, XP 

3,000 TR 3,535 gp. 
 

7. The Key to Success: (or not) A golden key glistens, floating amongst other 

mundane items. This could be the window of a forlorn soul, or, just the insides 
of a gelatinous cube.  

 

Gelatinous cube: AC 8, MV 6, HD 4 (18), THAC0 17, AT 1, DA 2-8, SA 
Paralysis (5d4r), -3 on surprise; SD Immune to electricity, fear, hold, 

paralyzation, polymorph & sleep-based attacks, failed svs vs cold slows it 50% 

& inflicts 1d4 damage, SZ L (10' cube), Int Non (0), AL N, XP 650 TR gold 
key, 18 cp, 6 gp, 7 pp, 14 sp, citrine (100 gp), eye agate (10 gp). 

 

8. Statuesque Magnificence: In a disproportionate tone this stalwart granite 
knight parrots advice to all passersby, "A U-turn is all it takes."  

 

9. Fatal Attraction: Someone or something (with a pool fetish) polished the 
marble floor to a mirror-like finish, perhaps to accent the empty (?) pool at the 

center of the room. Closer inspection reveals that the bottom of the "pool" is 

20' deep and lined with magnetized iron spikes. Anyone with ferrous objects 
will feel a tug up to 90' away. At 30' the tug becomes a force that will snap 

thin, leather straps. Armored persons standing on the slick tiles are pulled into 

the pit.  
 

10. Grand Corridor: Leading the double row of ornate columns is a more 

intricately carved pair depicting a striking man and woman (caryatid 

columns). One wears a platinum necklace with a marble key. Both will attack 

when approached. This key is needed to complete the challenge. If the key is 
deformed in any way its magic will be lost and the party should recheck their 

options.  

 
Caryatid columns (2): AC 5, MV 6, HD 5 (26, 23), THAC0 15, AT 1, DA 2-

8, SD +4 to saves, non-magical weapons inflict ½ damage, magic weapons do 

not gain bonuses, 25% chance (-5% per plus) of shattering weapons that strike 
it, stone to flesh, transmute rock to mud, stone shape destroys the column (& 

the key) on failed saves; SZ M (7'), Int Non (0), AL N, XP 420, TR platinum 

chain (700 gp), marble key. 
 

11. A Suspenseful Moment: The first person to enter the trapped area ("X") is 

affected by temporal stasis for 2d6 turns – just enough time for a snack. Roll 
for a random encounter.  

 

12. Are we familiar? An array of whimsical animal figurines is displayed in 
the niches (a). The painted miniatures are less than 1 ½ inches tall and are 

made of lead. Creatures on display include a black cat, cawing crow, curious 

quasit, faerie-dragon, leaping toad, playful beagle pup, red-tailed hawk, sad 
imp, screech owl, shy brownie, and a spotted weasel. Handling a figurine will 

either  deliver a painful jolt (2d6 damage) for an unsuitable selection, or 

transform it into a full-sized, living creature (of what is depicted) that instantly 
bonds with the handler as his or her new familiar or pet (one familiar per 

party; someone who already has one can "upgrade", free of penalty). 

Suitability depends on whether the selected creature could be that person's 
familiar. A person who can't normally gain a familiar has only one suitable 

option: the dog, as it's the only creature that can't be one. The shaded door (b) 

causes an incendiary cloud to form ("X"). 

 

Option: The door next to the trapped door is wizard locked but will open when 

a suitable figurine is selected. 
 

13. Reflections of Clarity: Double-sided glass mirrors (light blue) give this 

maze of corridors a "fun-house" feel. One of the thicker panels hides a small 
room with a crater-like depression (a). Additionally, there are a few obstacles: 

an illusionary wall (b), a mirror of opposition (c), and a 160' deep, open pit 

(d).  
 

14. Submerged Passage: Varying depths of leech-infested water fill passages 

that lead to a bottomless (?) pool where a nereid frolics.  
 

Leech, giant (4-16): AC 9, MV 3, Sw 3, HD 1-4 (1,3,6,5 / 12,14,13,8,10 / 11, 

18,9,15 / 30,16,18), THAC0 19/17, AT 1, DA 1-4, SA Drain blood (1/rd), 50% 
chance of fatal disease in 1d4+1 wks; SD only 1% chance of detection/rd until 

loss of 50% HP when weakness is felt; SZ S-M (2'-5'), Int Non (0), AL N, XP 

65/120/175/270 TR nil. 
 

Leech, throat (1-6): AC 10, MV 1, Sw 1, HD 1 hp, THAC0 20, AT 1, D 1-3/r 

SA 50% chance of choking (+1d4 damage), >3 successive rounds = death; SZ 
T (1"), Int Non (0), AL N, XP 35, TR nil.  

 
Nereid: AC 10, MV 12, Sw 12 HD 4 (15), THAC0 17, AT 0 D 0 SA blinding 

spit (20', 2d6r), control water w/in 30' & control waves to increase chance of 

drowning or deafen, form 4 HD water monster that inflicts 1d4 damage, 
drowning kiss, mesmerize men; SD 95% undetectable in water, 85% likely to 

have a pet; MR 50%, SZ M (4'-5' tall), Int Very (12), AL C(any), XP 975, TR 

Potion of Fire Breath, Potion of Heroism (F). 
 

Option for large middle chamber: Vodyanoi (1-3): AC 2, MV 3, Sw 6, HD 8 

(32, 39,48), THAC0 13, AT 3, DA 3-12/3-12/1-10, SA 50% chance to 
summon 1-20 electric eels SZ L (8' tall, 5' wide), Int Avg (8-10), AL CE, XP 

2,000 TR (stashed in a dry, hidden crevice) 13,283 gp, blue quartz (10 gp), 

garnet (100 gp x2), malachite (7 gp), obsidian (10 gp), onyx (50 gp), opal (700 
gp), pearl (700 gp), peridot (550 gp), spinel (410 gp), Spell Scroll (MU): 

wizard eye, dilation I, bestow curse, Harp of Charming, Scroll: Protection from 

Undead, Book of Vile Darkness. 
 

15. Garbage In, Garbage Out: A pair of half-moon alcoves with lidded floor 

holes connects 60’ beneath the center of the hall via angled chutes. At the 
bottom a bag of devouring collects contributions. Anyone going “dumpster 

diving” will discover that the chutes are unnaturally slick (as if affected by a 

grease spell).  
 

16. Altar of Annihilation: A pentagram encircles a stained, limestone altar. 

Any "wishful thinking" made within the confines of the circle has a 5% chance 
per level of manifesting in a destructive way (treat as a wish granted by a 

power bent on annihilation).  

 
17. Hall Monitor: The stench of rotten fish hangs around an immense bronze 

of a paunchy, fish-headed man. Murals of aquatic scenes surround the 

sculpture, a double strength kuo-toa monitor that animates to assail 
landlubbers. 

 
Kuo-toa monitor: AC 1, MV 18/36, F14 HP 112, THAC0 6, AT 4 (+1 with 

cloak, see below), 2d4 +1 (double if subduing creatures less than 8' tall & 500 

lbs.) x2, 1d4+2 x2 (or by weapon), 1d6 (cloak) SD skin secretion: grapple, 
grasp, tie, web only 25% chance of success; 180° darkvision w/60' range, 

detects invisible, astral & ethereal movement; sense vibrations up to 10 yds. 

away; surprised only on a 1 on a d10; immune to poison, paralysis, illusions, 
spells that only affect humanoid types; ½ or no damage from electrical attacks; 

magic missiles only cause 1 point of damage; -1 penalty to attacks in daylight; 

-2 penalty to saves vs fire. SZ L Int High (13+) AL N(C)E, XP 4,000 TR: 190 
cp, 524 gp, 226 pp, 277 sp, 7 art objects (1,200, 200, 3,000, 500, 5,000, 600 & 

700 gp), azurite (10 gp), obsidian (10 gp), topaz (500 gp), Cloak of the Manta 

Ray, Elixir of Youth, Potion of Undead Control (ghasts). 
 

Option: Kuo-toa fighters (2-24) with shields emerge from the murals to aid 

the monitor; 1d4 will be armed with harpoons. AC 4, MV 9/18, HD 3 (12, 
15,11,11,18,16,15,18,14,11,18,17...), THAC0 17, AT 1 or 2, DA 2-5 (or by 

weapon +1), SD skin secretion: grapple, grasp, tie, web only 25% chance of 

success; 180° darkvision w/60' range, detects invisible, astral & ethereal 
movement; sense vibrations up to 10 yds. away; surprised only on a 1 on a 

d10; immune to poison, paralysis, illusions, spells that only affect humanoid 

types; half or no damage from electrical attacks; magic missiles only cause 1 
point of damage; -1 penalty to attacks in daylight; -2 penalty to saves vs fire 

SZ M Int High (13+), AL N(C)E, XP 4,000 TR harpoon & shields. 

 
Kuo-toa harpoon: barbed weapon with a 30 yd. range, 2d6 damage, save of 

13+ to avoid being snagged (man-sized or smaller beings are jerked off their 

feet and stunned for 1d4 rounds); victims are hauled in to be slain. 

 

Kuo-toa shield: boiled leather treated with a glue-like substance, 25% chance 

of weapon being stuck (Open Doors roll to break free). 
 

18. Chromatic Pools: Pools of iridescent liquid beckon to be sampled. Effects 

of imbibing are random (durations for 4-7 are 1d4 rounds): 1) raises an ability 
by 1 point – succeeding rolls by the same character are treated as "3's", 2) 

lowers an ability by 1 point, 3) no effect, 4) slowed, 5) wraithform, 6) 

hallucinate, 7) deafened 8) one affliction cured or healed 2-20 HP (succeeding 
8's teleport to 20B). 

 

 

Cross section of 19 
The area within the yellow border is affected by 

reverse gravity. 
 

 

 
19. What goes up must come down: The marked area has a pivoting floor, a 

60' ceiling and is affected by reverse gravity (marked yellow). When an object 

makes contact with the ceiling (a pressure plate), two things occur: normal 
gravity is restored for 2d4 rounds and the locks stabilizing the floor are 

released. The floor, a teeter-totter that pivots from pins at its center, will flip 
once before the locks catch preventing another rotation (each rotation resets the 

locks like winding a watch). The locks can be disengaged by flipping all 4 

levers (b) toward the center of the room; mixed positions restore the locks. The 
shaded area is affected by an anti-magic field.  
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a. Servant's Lair: A berserk aerial 

servant gone insane from failing its 

mission finds solace here. It is aware of 
its neighbor (see "d") and has grown fond 

of her.  

 
Aerial servant: AC 3, MV Fl 24 (A), HD 

16 (87), THAC0 5, AT 1, DA 8-32, SA -5 

penalty to surprise, 23 STR, strangles SD 
+1 or better to hit, SZ L (8'), Int Semi (2-

4), AL N, XP 9,000 TR nil. 

 
b. Levers: These heavy, copper levers sprouting from the floor can be flipped 

toward or away from the center of the room. 

 
c. Stoned Adventurer: This is the victim of a basilisk's gaze. 

 

Option for room above "a": Basilisk, greater: AC 2, MV 6, HD 10 (44), 
THAC0 10, AT 3, DA 1-6/1-6/2-16, SA poison claws (+4 to save), poison 

breath, 5' (+2 to save or die), petrifying gaze (50’); SD only 10% chance to see 

its own gaze w/in 10', darkvision 60’; SZ L (12' long) Int Low (5-7), AL N(E), 
XP 7,000 TR (located in the room above 19a) 6,366 cp, 11,715 sp, amber (100 

gp), oriental amethyst (1,000 gp), pearl (500 gp), spinel (100 gp), zircon (25 

gp). 
 

d. Thief's Den: A woman who slunk away while her companions were slain by 
the aerial servant stalks the dark corridors around area "a". She navigates 

them flawlessly with senses heightened by her circumstances, in search of 

anything warm and tender to sink her teeth into. Once a thief, the now 
deranged woman has forgotten who she is. If she happens past a lever she will 

flip it; she is ignorant of its purpose but the action comforts her.  

 
Human, female thief: AC 2, MV 12, HD 13 (49), THAC0 14, AT 1, D 

(weapon), SA backstab x5, heightened senses (blind-fighting), PP110 OL92 

F/RT80 MS104 HS90 HN40 CW99.3 RL65, scroll use;  SZ M (5'4"), S10 I11 
W13 D17 C15 CH12, AL CN, XP 7,900, TR Bracers of Defense (AC5), Short 

Sword +2, Dragon Slayer, Spell Scroll (MU): contagion, extension I, seven 

eyes, dispel magic, mass suggestion, dagger +3, Ring of Feather Falling: (worn 
on left hand), Bag of Holding (beneath bedding in area d; contents: art object 

(100 gp), banded agate (10 gp), bloodstone (25 gp), fire opal (500 gp), 

hematite (10 gp), sapphire (1,000 gp), & a turquoise (10 gp)). 
  

Cavern Encounter Key (Areas 20-26) 
Notes: These caverns are miles away from the dungeon. Their inhabitants may 
or may not be affiliated with the administrators of the challenge. The river 

flows from left to right, feeding the pool in area 22. 

 
20. Cavernous Conundrum: Persons teleported from "A" are brought here, to 

"B".  Roll for a random encounter. 

 
21. The Laughing Hyena: Upon a gently sloping floor, Flynn the flind leans 

with his back against a column. Beside him is Chort, his pet hyaenodon. Flynn 

is bored and in sore need of a good laugh. If the party amuses him by making 

him laugh, he will grant them safe passage. Otherwise, there are 2-12 gnolls 

nearby. At the sound of battle, reinforcements from area 23 will arrive within 

1-4 rounds. 
 

Flynn, flind leader: AC 5, MV 12, HD 6+3 (35), THAC0 13, AT 2 (with 

flindbar), DA 1-4 +3/1-4 +3, SA sv. vs. wand or disarmed, SZ M (6½'), Int 
High (13), AL LE, XP 120 TR (anything not in use is stashed in area 24) 2,061 

cp, 1,156 pp, alexandrite (100 gp), art object (100 gp), lapis lazuli (10 gp), 

garnet (100 gp), moonstone (50 gp), opal (1,000 gp), pearl (500 gp), sardonyx 
(50 gp), topaz (1,000 gp), Ring of Mammal Control, Rope of Climbing, Scroll: 

Protection from Cold. 

 
Chort, hyaenodon: AC 7, MV 12, HD 5 (26), THAC0 15, AT 1, DA 3-12, SZ 

L, Int Low (6), AL N, XP 220. Chort is an exceptionally smart hyaenodon, 

completely loyal to Flynn. 
 

Gnoll guards (2-12): AC 4, MV 9, HD 3 (24,23,12,14,17,11,20,17,22,17,12, 

12), THAC0 16, AT 1, DA 3-9 +2 (weapon), SZ L (7½'), Int Low (5-7), AL 
CE, XP 65, TR nil. 

 

22. Crystal Waters: Magnificent formations of stalagmites and stalactites 
shelter a clear pool of icy water. This site is a favorite of gnoll hunting parties. 

 
23. Gnoll Lair: A tribe of 20-200 gnolls, including females and young, share 

this labyrinthine area with their troll ally (see area 26). The gnolls revere 

Flynn and obey him without question. 
 

Gnolls (120 adults): AC 5, MV 9, HD 2 (3,5,9,15,10,9,16,5...), THAC0 19, AT 

1 DA 2-8 (weapon), SZ L (7½'), Int Low (5-7), AL CE, XP 35. 
Gnoll leaders (6): AC 5, MV 9, HD 3 (13,14,17,21,14,15), THAC0 15, AT 1; 

DA 2-8 +3 (weapon), SZ L (7½'), Int Low-Avg (5-7), AL CE, XP 120. 

 
Gnoll chieftain (1): AC 3, MV 9, HD 4 (22), THAC0 15, AT 1, DA 2-8 +3 

(weapon), SZ L(7½'), Int Low-Avg (5-7), AL CE, XP 120 TR 4 gp, 8 pp, 

amber (100 gp), aquamarine (500 gp x2), black opal (1,000 gp), blue quartz 
(10 gp), eye agate (10 gp x2), hematite (10 gp), jasper (50 gp), peridot (500 

gp), smoky quartz (50 gp), spinel (100 gp x2). star rose quartz (50 gp), tiger 

eye agate (10 gp), tourmaline (100 gp), tourmaline (130 gp), warhammer +1, 
Elixir of Madness, Oil of Slipperiness, Potion of Clairaudience, Potion of 

Extra-Healing, Potion of Invulnerability (x2). 

 
24. Hyena Haven: The crawlspace to this area is concealed by a large rock. 

Flynn stashes his treasures here and a filthy mat covers a trap door that leads 

to another cavern. 
 

25. Whistling Chasm: Air sucked into this chasm sounds like a demonic 

chorus. 
 

Option: Shadow demon (FF): AC 9/5/1, MV 12, HD 7+3 (31), THAC0 13, 

AT 3, DA 1-8/1-6/1-6, SA 30' leap attack, melee/defense bonus in darkness, 
1/day: darkness, 10'r & fear, 30'r, 1/wk: magic jar; SD Immune to 

fire/cold/lightning, light spell is equivalent to a fireball (damage is based on 

level of caster); SZ M; Int Very High (13-14); AL CE; XP 825+10+2/hp TR 
nil. 

 
26. A Spirited Path: Herman, a reclusive spirit troll, has a defensive pact 

with Flynn but he mostly minds his own affairs. 

 
Herman, spirit troll: AC 2, MV 15, HD 10+5 (47), THAC0 11, AT 3, DA 1-4 

+2/1-4 +2/2-8 +2 (damage added to HP), SA claws drain STR (2d4T, death @ 

0), SD magic weapons to hit, immune to cold, 120' infravision, invisible, 
regenerates 3/rd, -6 penalty on surprise rolls; MR 30%, SZ L (8'), Int Very (11-

12), AL CE, XP 3,000 TR (in cave with pool) chain mail -1, malachite (10 gp), 

rock crystal (50 gp), turquoise (10 gp), Potion of Sweet Water. 

 

Scale: 1 square = 10 square feet 


